Personalized URLs (PURLs)
Measuring the results of your marketing campaign is key to understanding your
customers and prospects. Universal Wilde, through our Xccelerate™ system, can
offer personalized websites to capture direct mail or email responses. As an
alternative to a BRC, a Personalized URL (PURL), an invitation-only marketing
website, allows immediate collection of responses from a campaign.
These sites are convenient to use and can be personalized for the user with
images and text. The more detail in the list, the more personalization that’s
possible and, typically, the better
the response
rates. With PURLs you can
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deliver different products and offers based on the individual responder, helping
your target response to be more effective.
Measuring the results of your marketing campaign is key to understanding your customers and prospects.
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As with direct mail, you supply us with a layout and a contact list. The contacts and layout are added to
Xccelerate. Keywords are inserted into the layout to “tag” it for personalized data from the list. The
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Combine Xccelerate PURL technology with your direct mail strategy to create effective marketing that
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